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Abstract—Vulnerabilities to presentation attacks can undermine confidence in automatic speaker verification (ASV) technology. While efforts to develop countermeasures, known as presentation attack detection (PAD) systems, are now underway, the majority of past work has been performed with high-quality speech data. Many practical ASV applications are narrowband and encompass various coding and other channel effects. PAD performance is largely untested in such scenarios. This paper reports an assessment of the impact of bandwidth and channel variation on PAD performance. Assessments using two current PAD solutions and two standard databases show that they provoke significant degradations in performance. Encouragingly, relative performance improvements of 98% can nonetheless be achieved through feature optimisation. This performance gain is achieved by optimising the spectro-temporal decomposition in the feature extraction process to compensate for narrowband speech. However, compensating for channel variation is considerably more challenging.

Index Terms—presentation attack detection, speaker verification, bandwidth and channel variation

I. INTRODUCTION

While automatic speaker verification (ASV) [1]–[3] offers a convenient, reliable and cost-effective approach to person authentication, vulnerabilities to presentation attacks [4], previously referred to as spoofing, can undermine confidence and form a barrier to exploitation. By masquerading as enrolled clients, fraudsters can mount attacks to gain unauthorised access to systems or services protected by biometrics technology.

Presentation attacks in the context of ASV can be performed with impersonation, speech synthesis, voice conversion and replay [5]. While the study of impersonation has received attention, e.g. [6], replay, speech synthesis and voice conversion are assumed to pose the greatest threat [7]. Speech synthesis and voice conversion presentation attacks combine suitable training or adaptation data with sophisticated algorithms which generate voice samples whose spectral characteristics resemble those of a given target speaker. In contrast, replay spoofing attacks require neither specialist expertise nor equipment and can hence be mounted by the lay person with relative ease. Replay attacks involve the re-presentation to an ASV system of another person’s speech which is captured beforehand, possibly surreptitiously, for instance during an access attempt.

The study of presentation attack detection (PAD) for ASV is now an established area of research [7]. The first competitive evaluation, namely the ASV spoofing and countermeasures (ASVspoof) challenge [8], was held in 2015. It promoted the development PAD solutions to protect ASV from voice conversion and speech synthesis attacks.

Since the first ASVspoof 2015 evaluation, the community has started to consider a number of more practical aspects of PAD. Some recent work has explored the impact of additive noise on reliability [9], [10] and the benefit of speech enhancement and multi-condition training as a means of improving robustness [9], [11].

Other likely influences on PAD performance, e.g. bandwidth and channel variability, have received comparatively little attention to date [12], [13]. Given the prevalence of ASV technology in telephony applications were bandwidth is typically low and where coding, packet loss and other non-linear effects have potential to degrade performance, these aspects require attention. However, the ASVspoof 2015 database contains high quality, high bandwidth recordings. The RedDots Replayed database [14] which was generated from the text-dependent ASV RedDots database [15], was introduced recently to support the development PAD solutions for replay presentation attacks. While exhibiting variation in terms of recording devices and environmental conditions, and hence representing a greater degree of practical, real-life variability, it still contains wideband audio (16kHz).

The work reported in this paper has accordingly sought to investigate the impact of bandwidth and channel variation on PAD reliability for ASV. The work was performed with bandwidth-limited and coded versions of the ASVspoof 2015 and RedDots Replayed databases (covering 3 different types of presentation attacks, namely speech synthesis, voice conversion and replay), generated through band-pass filtering, downsampling and coding. The work was performed with two PAD solutions, namely linear frequency cepstral coefficients [16] and constant Q cepstral coefficients [17], [18], both of which achieve competitive performance for the ASVspoof 2015 database with a relatively simple back-end classifier. It is stressed that the objective of the work reported here is to assess the impact on PAD reliability of bandwidth and channel variation. While an issue of undoubtable importance, the work is NOT concerned with generalisation.
II. PRESENTATION ATTACK DATABASES

The work reported in this paper was performed using two publicly available databases.

A. ASVspoof 2015

The ASVspoof initiative [8] was the first community-led effort to collect a common database to support research in spoofing and countermeasures. The ASVspoof 2015 database contains a mix of bona fide (genuine speech without attack) and spoofed speech. All bona fide speech data is sampled at 16kHz and was recorded in a semi-anechoic chamber with a solid floor [8]. Spoofed speech is generated with 10 different speech synthesis and voice conversion algorithms. In order to promote generalised PAD systems, only 5 of these were used to generate training and development subsets whereas an evaluation subset was generated with the full 10. In this paper, the development set containing genuine and spoofed speech using 5 different attacks is used. Table I shows database statistics. Full details of the ASVspoof 2015 database and example PAD results are available in [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partition</th>
<th>#Speakers</th>
<th>#Genuine trials</th>
<th>#Spoofed trials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>10 / 15</td>
<td>3750</td>
<td>12625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>15 / 20</td>
<td>3497</td>
<td>49875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. RedDots Replayed

The RedDots Replayed database [14] was designed to support the development of PAD solutions for replay attacks in diverse recording and playback environments. RedDots Replayed is based upon the re-recording of the original RedDots database [15] (part 01, male speakers) which contains speech data comprising 10 common passphrases recorded in a number of acoustic conditions using mobile devices with a sampling rate of 16kHz. Replayed speech is generated with one of 16 different recording devices, 15 different playback devices and various different acoustic conditions, including both controlled and more variable (unpredictable) conditions. Controlled condition recordings are made in a quiet office/room whereas variable condition recordings are made in noisier environments. A training subset contains only controlled condition recordings whereas an evaluation subset contains both controlled and variable condition recordings. Table II shows database statistics. Full details of the RedDots replayed database and example presentation attack detection results are available in [14]. A subset of the RedDots Replayed database is also used in the ASVspoof 2017 challenge [19], [20].

C. Bandwidth reduction and channel simulation

PAD performance was assessed with different versions of each database: (i) the original full-band versions; (ii) bandwidth-reduced versions, and (iii) versions with additional channel variation simulated with the Idiap acoustic simulator software\(^2\).

Bandwidth reduction involves downsampling from 16kHz to 8kHz. ITU G.151\(^3\) compliant bandpass filtering is applied with a gain of -3dB at the passband edges of 300Hz and 3400Hz. The original and bandwidth-reduced versions are referred to from hereon as wideband (WB) and narrowband (NB).

Codec simulations employ a common ITU G.712\(^4\) compliant bandpass filter. This is combined with a-law coding\(^5\) at a rate of 64kbit/s for landline telephony and with an adaptive multi-rate narrowband (AMR-NB) codec\(^6\) at a rate of 7kbit/s for cellular telephony. These two scenarios are referred to as landline (L) and cellular (C), respectively. Figure 1 illustrates the distortion in the long-term average spectrum for landline and cellular coded signals compared to the original narrowband signal for an arbitrary speech utterance from the ASVspoof 2015 database. These spectra were obtained with the constant Q transform (CQT, see Section III). In addition to broad attenuation, the plots illustrate substantial spectral distortion, especially at lower and higher frequencies. The distortion is particularly pronounced for the cellular-coded signal.

III. PRESENTATION ATTACK DETECTION

The work was performed with two different PAD systems. A backend Gaussian mixture model (GMM) classifier with two classes, one for bona fide speech and one for spoofed speech is common to both systems. Models are learned using bona fide and spoofed data from their respective training subsets and with an expectation maximisation algorithm. According to independent results, e.g. [16], [18], [21], such a simple classifier often provides competitive or even better performance compared to other, more sophisticated algorithms. The score for a given trial is computed as the log-likelihood ratio of the test speech sample given the two GMMs for bona fide and spoofed speech. The frontends are described below. Neither employs voice activity detection.

\(^2\)http://github.com/idiap/acoustic-simulator

\(^1\)http://www.asvspoof.org/

\(^1\)http://www.asvspoof.org/

\(^2\)http://github.com/idiap/acoustic-simulator

\(^1\)http://www.asvspoof.org/
is the number of bins per octave. Higher values of $B$ result in smaller frequency resolution. While lower values of $B$ provide greater frequency resolution but reduced time resolution, $B$ thus determines the trade-off between frequency and time resolutions and is a major optimisation parameter for CQT-based analysis. Note that the CQCC analysis window length and shift is effectively variable in order to maintain a constant Q factor (trade-off between frequency and filter width) across frequency bins. Full details of CQCC extraction are described in [18].

IV. Experimental work

This section reports an assessment of bandwidth and channel variation impacts on PAD performance. All experiments were performed with the standard protocols in [8], [14] (see Section II). Assessments are based on the threshold-free equal error rate (EER$_{pad}$) metric for a bona fide/presentation attack discrimination task. EER$_{pad}$ is the operating point where the attack presentation classification error rate, APCER (equivalent to the false alarm rate, FAR, in binary classification tasks), and the bona-fide presentation classification error rate, BPCER (equivalent to miss rate in binary classification tasks), are equal. Shown first are baseline experiments using the original high-quality WB versions of the ASVspoof 2015 development set (in the following referred to as ASVspoof) and RedDots Replayed database. The use of the ASVspoof development set alone avoids any influence of results on presentation attacks for which no training data is available; this paper is not concerned with generalisation aspects. Then, the adopted methodology is summarised as follows:

- Baseline experiments using the original high-quality WB databases were performed.
- Identical experiments using NB versions of the same databases were performed to evaluate performance for bandwidth-reduced audio.
- Feature extraction configurations are optimised to improve performance for bandwidth-reduced audio.
- A final set of experiments evaluate the robustness of optimised PAD solutions in the face of additional speech coding.

A. Wideband baseline

Baseline results for LFCC and CQCC features and the original WB databases (no downsampling nor channel simulation) are presented in Table III (“Wideband” rows). LFCCs include 20 delta (D) and 20 acceleration (A) coefficients [16] computed using 30 filters while CQCCs include 20 A coefficients [18]. These configurations were optimised for the ASVspoof database. Error rates for LFCC features are twice those of CQCC features. Error rates for the RedDots Replayed database are markedly higher than for the ASVspoof database, albeit that these results were generated using un-optimised feature configurations.

B. Bandwidth reduction

Table III (“Narrowband” rows) shows results for the NB versions of ASVspoof and RedDots Replayed databases. Results are shown for both LFCC and CQCC features using different combinations of static (S), delta (D) and acceleration (A) coefficients. Results in Table III show that, for the ASVspoof database, performance is significantly degraded for both LFCC and CQCC features. For LFCC features, the EER$_{pad}$ increases from 0.11% to 1.64% whereas that for CQCC features increases from 0.05% to 9.92%. In addition, for CQCC, SD configuration further reduces the error rate of A configuration further down to 5.64%.

For the RedDots Replayed database, performance for LFCC features degrades from 6.18% to 8.12%. For CQCC features, results improve, with the EER$_{pad}$ dropping from 3.27% to 2.07%. Our analysis suggests that this is because the salient
information for replay detection is contained within low frequencies for which CQCC features have better resolution. The same behaviour is not observed for LFCC features, however. This is because LFCC features may lack sufficient resolution at low frequencies to capture the same information captured by CQCC features.

While it is not entirely surprising that different features are best for the ASVspoof and RedDots Replayed databases – they contain presentation attacks of a different nature – performance is sensitive to the particular configuration. Whereas DA and A combinations give the best performance for WB ASVspoof data for LFCC and CQCC features respectively, DA and SD combinations give the best performance for NB data. Performance for the RedDots Replayed database is more consistent with DA and A configurations again giving the best performance.

### C. Feature optimisation

Reported now are results for optimised LFCC and CQCC features for NB data. For LFCC features, optimisation is performed by varying the number of filters. The dimensionality of static features is fixed by considering first 20 coefficients after the DCT. Table IV reports results for ASVspoof and RedDots Replayed databases where the number of filters is varied between 20 and 80. For the ASVspoof database, performance is improved for a higher number of filters. The best performance is obtained with 70 filters and dynamic coefficients (DA). However, for the RedDots Replayed database, the optimal number of filters is 30 while performance degrades for higher numbers.

Table V shows optimisation results for CQCC features. Performance is illustrated for different combinations of S, D and A coefficients and as a function of the number of bins per octave $B$ involved in the CQT computation. The combination of SDA coefficients gives the best performance for the ASVspoof database ($0.16\%$ EER$_{pad}$ for $B=12$) whereas A coefficients alone give the more consistent performance for the RedDots database ($2.07\%$ EER$_{pad}$ for $B=96$). In terms of general trends, smaller values of $B$ give better performance for the ASVspoof database whereas larger values of $B$ give better performance for the RedDots database. This would suggest that the detection of voice conversion and speech synthesis attacks requires a spectro-temporal analysis with higher time resolution. Conversely, the reliable detection of replay attacks requires a higher frequency resolution.

### D. Channel simulation

For experiments described above, PAD algorithms were optimised for a ‘generic’ telephony scenario through the downsampling of original WB data to NB data. Experiments
reported here focus on the evaluation of PAD systems on more challenging data with simulated landline (L) and cellular (C) channel variation. Results are presented in Table VI for the optimised PAD systems corresponding to Tables IV and V. LFCC features have dynamic coefficients (DA) computed using 70 filters for the ASVspoof database. For the RedDots Replayed database, features are the same, except for 30 filters. Performance degrades significantly for both landline and cellular scenarios, more so for the ASVspoof database than for the RedDots Replayed database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VI</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE OF OPTIMUM CONFIGURATIONS FOUND IN SECTION IV-C APPLIED TO THE ASVSPOOF AND REDDOTS REPLAYED DATABASES WITH SIMULATED CELLULAR (C) AND LANDLINE (L) CHANNELS (RESULTS FOR NARROWBAND (NB) ALSO INCLUDED FOR COMPARISON).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ASVspoof</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFCC</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQCC</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CQCC features involve the full SDA configuration with \(B=16\) frequency bins per octave for the ASVspoof database and A coefficients with \(B=96\) frequency bins per octave for the RedDots Replayed database. Performance again degrades significantly for both landline and cellular scenarios and, again, much more for the latter. The relative degradation for CQCC features in the case of the cellular scenario is significantly greater than for LFCC features. This could indicate that, despite seemingly better performance for matched conditions, CQCC features are more sensitive to channel variation than LFCC features. Given that both landline and cellular scenarios share the same bandpass filtering, the degradation stems from the use of different codecs. The AMR-NB codec has a high compression rate of 7kbits/s. This degradation in performance most likely stems from aggressive compression and the consequential loss of frequency components which are crucial for presentation attack detection.

To further illustrate PAD performance degradation due to codec effects, Figure 2 shows DET plots of the CQCC PAD system for generic narrowband, landline and cellular scenarios on the RedDots replayed database (replay attacks). PAD on narrowband data is more accurate than on landline data for a wide range of operation points. PAD performance on cellular data is importantly degraded for the complete range of operation points.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports an investigation of bandwidth and channel variation on the reliability of presentation attack detection (PAD) for automatic speaker verification. Experiments were performed using two common databases of spoofed speech, namely ASVspoof 2015 and RedDots Replayed which, together, contain a variety of different presentation attacks. Results show that the performance of two state-of-the-art PAD solutions optimised for WB speech degrades significantly when applied to NB speech, while PAD optimisation can improve performance. A higher frequency resolution might be needed for the detection of replay attacks whereas higher time resolution is need for the detection of voice conversion and speech synthesis attacks. In the face of channel variation, performance again degrades significantly. These findings show the need for new, common databases of spoofed speech which incorporate channel variation in addition to new research in channel compensation for PAD.
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